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1. Introduction 
In the classical cohomology theory of modules over a ring, the functors H”(-,M) 
are characterized by the following properties [7]: 
(1) H”(N, M) P Hom(N, M), via a natural isomorphism; 
(2) if N is free (or projective) then H”(N,M) = 0 for n ~1; 
(3) if O-rN’-+N+N”+O is an exact sequence, then there is a long exact sequence 
. ..~H”(N”.M)~N”(N,M)~H”(N:M)~,H”+’(N”,M)~..., and 8 is natural. 
In the cohomology of groups, or commutative algebras, analogs of (1) and (2) are 
true but there is currently no analog of (3). It seems clear that a long exact sequence 
in the first variable would be a valuable tool for these non-abelian cohomology 
theories. This paper provides such a long exact sequence, and indicates some of its 
applications. 
Since by the work of Barr and Beck nearly every known algebraic cohomology 
theory is an instance of cotriple cohomology, we shall work in that general setting. 
Thus, as a result of the theorems in this paper, there are long exact sequences in the 
first variable for the cohomology of groups, modules, associative algebras, com- 
mutative algebras, Lie algebras, etc. By using the connecting homomorphism, and 
ideas from the theory of fibre bundles, we are able to give a fairly conceptual proof 
of Beck’s theorem [4] on the interpretation of N’ in terms of principal homogene- 
ous objects. Exactly parallel ideas are then used to give an interpretation of H” for 
n>O, thus providing a reformulation of the work of Duskin [5]. The proof given 
here is more ‘classical’ than that of Duskin, in that it uses dimension shifting 
techniques to reduce the calculation of H” to that of a relative H’. This interpreta- 
tion of the relative H’ in fact gives a generalization of Duskin’s theorem. As other 
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corollaries, we obtain an isomorphism in the cohomology of commutative algebras 
first proved by Andre [l]; a five-term exact sequence of Hochschild and Serre in the 
cohomology of groups [7] [S]; and a result of Loday [9] on the classification of 
congruence classes of crossed modules. 
The general setting of the paper is the following. Let U:C+B, F:B+C be 
functors such that F is left adjoint to II and such that U is tripleable (or monadic) 
[lo]. Suppose that B has finite (inverse) limits; then so does C [lo]. One can think of 
C as the category of B-models for some equational theory. Let G= FU, and let 
E: G+C and ~7: B* UF be the adjunction natural transformations. Then (G,&,ij= 
FqU) is a cotriple (or comonad) on C, and one can define the cotriple cohomology 
groups. Specifically, let X be an object of C and let M be an abelian group object in 
C (so that the contravariant ‘horn-functor’ C(-,M):C+Sets factors through the 
category of abelian groups). Let 8: G"+ tXdG”X be defined by 8 = G”-‘eG’X for 
Os:isn, and let d:C(G”+‘X,M)+C(G”+2X,M) be defined by d(f)=CI=:: (-l)‘fo 
& ‘+I-! Then 
C(GX,M)%(G2X,M)%(G3X,M)+.. 
is a cochain complex of abelian groups, the n-th homology of which is denoted by 
H”(X,M) and is called the n-th (G-derived) cohomology group of X with coeffi- 
cients in M. See [3] for more details, and for indications of how the usual algebraic 
cohomology theories can be computed using the cotriple cohomology groups. 
2. G-epimorphisms and a long exact sequence 
The natural way of producing a long exact sequence in cohomology is to start 
with a short exact sequence of cochain complexes. Since kernels do not necessarily 
exist in the categories C which are being considered here (for example, the category 
of commutative rings with identity), the thing which seems to be general about a 
short exact sequence of modules O-+Xr-+XO+X~O is the epimorphism X0-X. 
However, not every epimorphism will induce a monomorphism of the associated 
cotriple cochain complexes C(G *+lX,M)+C(G*CIXo,M); for example if C is the 
category of commutative rings with identity and GZ is the ring Z[X] of polynomials 
in the variable X having integral coefficients, then the epimorphism Z-Q from Z to 
the rational numbers does not induce an epimorphism G(Z)+G(Q). One way to 
assure that XesXinduces a monomorphism C(G*+‘X,M)+C(G*-‘Xe,M) is to 
assume that (/(X0)- U(X) has a ‘section’s: U(X)-+ U(Xe) such that U((d’) o s = U(X). 
For then if n is at least 1, G”(d’) will have a section G n- ‘F(s) and in particular will be 
an epimorphism. Such a section s corresponds, by adjointness, to a morphism 
so: GX-+Xo such that dOaso=eX. 
2.1. Definition. A morphism d”:Xo +X in C is a G-epimorphism if there exists a 
morphism s: UX* UXo such that UdOos= UX. 
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A G-epimorphism d”:Xo”X will thus induce a monomorphism C(G*+‘X,M)- 
C(G *+ ‘&,M) of cochain complexes of abelian groups. Let K* be the quotient 
cochain complex, defined in each dimension n 2 0 by the exact sequence 
and with the induced coboundary operator K”zK”+‘. Then by a standard 
argument of homological algebra [7], there is a long exact sequence of the corres- 
ponding cohomology groups. Moreover the connecting homomorphism 8 : H,,(K*)+ 
H”+‘(X,M) is natural (here a morphism of G-epimorphisms d”:Xo-+X and 
@‘:X6+X is a pair f :X+X’,f”:Xo+&such that d&of O=f Ode). The notationof 
this paragraph is used in the following definition. 
2.2. Definition. Let d”:Xo*X be a G-epimorphism. The n-th cohomology group 
of do with coefficients in M is the n-th homology group of the cochain complex K*. 
It is denoted by H”(d”; M). 
2.3. Theorem. Let d”:Xo+X be a G-epimorphism. Then there is a long exact 
sequence 
O-H”(X,M)-H”(Xo.A4)-Mo(do;M)%f1(X,M)+H’(XoJ4) 
and 8 is natural. 
3. Short G-exact sequences 
In the case of modules, an epimorphism determines and is determined (up to 
isomorphism) by its kernel. The non-abelian analog of a kernel is a kernel pair, that 
is, a pair of morphisms which equalizes the given morphism and is universal with 
this property. More generally, we have the following definition. 
3.1. Definition. Given n- 1 morphisms 
do 
c : A D d”-2 
in C, a kernel n-tuple for do, . . . . dne2 is an object K and n morphisms 
k”, . . ..k”- ’ : K- C in C such that d’o kj= dj- * o k’ whenever i <j, and such that if 
do,..., d”-‘:B+C in C satisfy d’odj=dj-‘od’ for i<j then there exists a unique 
f:B-+KinCsuchthatk’of=d’forOzzi<n-1. 
Thus kernel n-tuple is an instance of finite limit. Since B has finite limits and 
U:C+B creates limits, C has finite limits (lo]. 
The natural analog of a short exact sequence would thus seem to be a G- 
epimorphism together with its kernel pair, say 
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But notice that if CJdOos = UX then the pair so Ud”, I/X0 equalizes Ud’, so that there 
is a (unique) t: UXo* UK in B with Uk”= t =so l/do and Uk’ o t = UXo. We thus 
make the following more general definition. 
3.2. Definition. A short G-exact sequence consists of morphisms d”:Xo+X, 
do, d’ :X1+ X0 for which there exist U-splittings s: UX- [/X0 and t : UXo-+ UX, in B 
satisfying: 
(i) de0 do= de0 d’; 
(ii) I/does = c/X; 
(iii) Ud”o t =so Ud”; 
(iv) Ud * 0 t = UXo. 
Two examples of short G-exact sequences are: a G-epimorphism and its kernel 
pair, with the induced t as above; and eX:GX+X,GeX, .sGX:G*X-+GX with 
s = qUX: UX-, UGX, t = qiJGX: UGX- UG2X. It is the desire to have this second 
example which leads to the above general definition. 
3.3. Definition. Let 
d” do x,-;iiixo-x 
be a short G-exact sequence. Let k”, k’, k2:K+X1 be a kernel triple of (do, d’). For 
nz -1, an n-(d”,dl)-cochain with coefficients in M is a morphism f : G”+ ‘X,-M 
such that f 0 G “+lkl=foG”+IkO+f OG “+‘k’. The abelian group of all n-(d”,dl)- 
cochains is denoted Hom,(d’,d’; M). Clearly one can define Hom,(d”,d’; M) for 
any pair of morphisms, and this added generality will be needed below (e.g. in 
Theorem 3.8). Also, the definition of the set Hom,(d”,d’; M) makes sense if M is 
any group object in C; this will also be used below (e.g. in Theorem 4.2). 
To make the Hom,(d”,d’; M), n 20, into a cochain complex, define 
d:Hom,(dO,d’;M)+Hom,+~(dO,d*;M) by d(f)=C~=+d(-l)‘f~&“+‘-~. Then 
d:Hom,(d”,dl; M)*C(G”+2 X,,M) is a homomorphism and has its image in- 
side Hom,+,(d”,d’; M); in fact, Hom*(dO,d’;M) is actually a subcomplex of 
C(G*+lX1,M). 
3.4. Definition. The complex of (d”,dl)-cochains with coefficients in M is 
the cochain complex Hom,(dO, d’;M) with coboundary given by d(f) = 
~;$(_lyf0e”+‘-~* 
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3.5. Theorem. Let 
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be a short G-exact sequence in C. Then the quotient cochain complex K* associated 
to the G-epimorphism do: X0-X and M is naturally isomorphic to the complex of 
(do, d’)-cochains with coefficients in M. Moreover Hom,(d”, d ‘; M) is augmented 
over Horn _ ‘(do d ‘* M) , , * 
Proof. For the first assertion it suffices to show that 
is exact for n 10 and that for f E C(G “+‘Xo,M), dop(f)=pod(f).First definep by 
p(f)=foG”+‘dO-foG”+*dl; then p:C(G”+‘X,,,M)-)C(G”+‘X,,M) is a homo- 
morphism and yields a morphism of cochain complexes p: C(G*+ ‘Xo,M)- 
C(G*+‘X’,M) so that dop=pod. It must be shown that p factors through 
Hom*(dO, d’; M). But 
= f o G”+ ‘doe G”+ ‘ko_ f o G”+‘d’ o G”+ I/& 
+f .G”+‘dOeG”+‘kt__f ,G”+‘d’.,G”+‘kZ 
=f .G”+‘dOeG”+‘k’_f .G”+‘d’oG”+‘k’ 
=p(f)oG”+‘k’, 
as desired. Turning now to exactness, it is already known that i is injective. Let s, t be 
U-splittings, as in Definition 3.2. For exactness in the middle, we have phi = 
p(fOG”+ldo)=fOG”+‘dooG”f’do-f~G”fldo~G”+’d’=O, and ifp(f)=O then 
=foG”+‘d’oG”Ft=f, 
To show that p is surjective, let f be in Hom,(d”,dl;M) for some nr0; using 
Lemma 3.6 below, p(-f O G”Ft) = f. To prove the last sentence of the theorem, it 
must be shown that 
is exact. But if f is in Hom_‘(d”,dl;M) and d(f) =0, then f o&X’=0 which implies 
f =0 since &Xl is a coequalizer of eGXt and G&Xi [lo]. If f is in Homo(do, d’; M) 
and d(f) = 0 then f 0 EGX, = f 0 G&X, so there is a unique g:Xi+M such that 
go&X, =J It suffices to show that g is in Hom_‘(d”,d’;M). 
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But 
(g0ko+gak2)o&K=g~&X,~Gko+g~sX,~Gk2=f oGkO+f oGk2 
=f”Gk’=g~~Xl~Gk’=g~k’~~K, 
sog0ko+gak2=g~k’. Cl 
3.6. Lemma. Let 
d”,d’ d” 
x-x,-x I 
be a short G-exact sequence with selected U-splittings s: UX-+ UXo, t : UX,+ I/X,. 
Letf beinHom.(d”,d’;M). Ifn=-1 thenUf~toUd”cUf=Uf~t~Ud’, whereas 
if n?Q then f~GnFt~GnC’do+f =f~GnFt~Gn+‘d’. 
Proof. The three morphisms to Ud”, t 0 Ud I, UX, : UX,-+ I/X, are easily seen to 
satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.1. Hence there exists a unique v: UX, + UK 
such that Uk”ov=taUdo, Uk’ov=toUdl, Uk20v=UX,. Then: 
f~G”FtOG n+‘dO+f =f OG ““kOoG”Fv+f oG”+‘k’DG”Fv 
=f~G”+‘k’~G”Fv 
=f ~GRFt~G”+‘d’. 0 
3.7. Corollary. Let 
do d’ do 
X~~XO---+X 
be a short G-exact sequence. Then 
O-C(X,M)+C(Xe,M)-+Hom_I(do,d1;M)~If1(X,A4)-+H1(Xe,M) 
*H,(Hom*(d”, d’; M))~hZ2(X,M)+.-- 
is exact. For f in Hom,(dO, d’; M) which is a cocycle, and selected U-splittings s, t 
f~cX,~Ft~GEXO~GFs 
i 
-I- coboundaries if n=-1, 
a(f + coboundaries) = 
(-1)“f ~G”Ft~G”+l~XO~G”+lFs 
+ coboundaries if nr0. 
Proof. The long exact sequence follows from Theorems 2.3, 3.5, and the fact that 
HO(X,M) and C(X,M) are naturally isomorphic. The explicit description of a 
follows from the proof of Theorem 3.5 and the definition of the connecting homo- 
morphism (by using the fact that f is a cocycle and that f is in Hom,(dO, d’; M)). 
The computation starts as follows: 
Long exact sequences in the first variable 
n+l 
a(f+coboundaries)= c (-I)‘(-IZ~~G”F~~E”“-‘~G”-‘F~ 
r=O 
+ coboundaries. 0 
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Since it is often possible to compute Horn-,, the following result can be useful. 
3.8. Theorem. Let 
do d’ do 
X1 ---*X,-X 
be a short G-exact sequence. For any n z - 1, 
Hom,(dO, d’; M) = Horn_ ,(G”+ ‘do, G"+ 'd'; M). 
Proof. For n = - 1 this is clear. For n z 0, let 
J 
i”.i1,i2 G,,+,X, G”+‘d”.G”+‘d’ G,,+,Xo 
be a kernel triple; then there exists a unique v: G”+‘K-+J such that jia v = G”+‘k’ 
for Ori52. Thus if $ is in Hom_,(G”+‘d”,G”+‘d’;M) then f ~G”+‘k”+ 
f.G”+lk2=f~jO.v+f~j2.v=f~jI ~v=f OG”f’k’, so f is in Hom,(d”,dl;M). 
If f is in Hom,(d”,d’;M) then by Lemma 3.6, f o j”+f o j2= f J j’ so f is in 
Horn_ t(G n+‘d”,G”+‘d’;M). Cl 
Thus to compute H”(dO; M) K H,,(Homdd”, d’; M)) one can equally well calculate 
the n-th homology of the cochain complex obtained by applying Hom_t(-, -; M) to 
the standard resolution of X1 
&O 
..a G4X, _ --iG3X ----;G2X ,+GX,sX,. 
- ‘7 &’ 
There is one final remark concerning the canonical short G-exact sequence 
G&X 
G2X- GXzX. 
3.9. Theorem. 
Hom_,(GeX,cGX; M) = {f : G2X-MI f a G2eX 
+fvG2X=f~G&GX}; 
thus the (- I)-(G&X, eGX)-cochains are precisely the one-cocycfes on X with coeffi- 
cients in M. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.6, if f is in Hom_t(GeX,&GX; M) then f oGeGX= f = G2eX+ 
f oeG2X. On the other hand, if f is a cocycle, then 
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(f0ko+f0k2)o~K=f~eG2K~Gko+f~eG2K~Gk2 
=-f o G2eK* Gk”+ f 0 GEGKo Gk” 
-f o G2&Ko Gk2 + f 0 GeGKo Gk2 
=-f 0G2eK0Gk’+f~GeGK~Gk’ 
=f~eG2K~Gkl 
=fnk’QeK 
so that f is in Hom_,(GM, EGX, M). q 
An amusing corollary of this result is the usual description of H’(X,M) as co- 
cycles modulo coboundaries: 
O+C(X,M)+C(GX,M)-,Hom_r(GsX,sGX;M) 
+H’(X,M)-H’(GX,M)=O. 
4. Principal homogeneous objects and interpretation of Wt(X, M) 
One might think of a short G-exact sequence as a kind of locally trivial bundle 
(see (51, 4.5.7.1). In the theory of bundles [14], to each locally trivial bundle with 
group H there is associated aprincipal H-bundle. In the situation here under investi- 
gation, the concept corresponding to ‘principal bundle’ is that of ‘principal homo- 
geneous object’. 
4.1. Definition. Let X be an object of C and M a group object in C. A G-trivial 
principal homogeneous M-object over X consists of an M-object Z, a: Z x M-Z 
and a G-epimorphism p : Z-X such that 
ZxML -z 
PI 
is a kernel pair of p. That (Z,a) is an M-object means the following two diagrams 
commute: 
Z’Ze’ZxM 2x. ZxMxM --------*ZxM 
where e: 1 +M, - : Mx M+M are the identity, multiplication respectively of M. We 
shall often refer to a G-trivial principal homogeneous M-object over X simply as a 
principal homogeneous object. 
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4.2. Theorem. Let 
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ZxM+Z- p x 
a 
be a principal homogeneous object. Then p, pI, and a form a short G-exact 
sequence. Moreover, p2: ZxM+M is in Hom_,(p,,a;M). 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. For the second, define k”, k *, k2 : Z x MX M+ 
ZxM by k”=(p,,p2), k’=Zx-, k2=axM. Then k”,k’,k2 is a kernel triple of 
dO=p,, d’=a. For clearly d’ekj=dj- ‘ok’ifi<j;andif (ti,mi): W-ZXM for 
Olis2 satisfy d’o(zj,mj) = dj-‘o(zi,mi) for i< j, then to=~r, z2=a~(zo,mo), 
and a0 (zl,mI> = a0 (~2, m2>. Since pl, a is a kernel pair, the computation 
a~(z0,m0.m2)=a~(a~(z0,m0),m2)=a~(z2,m2) 
=ao(z,,m,> =ao(zo,mj> 
shows that ml =moa m2. Hence (z0,mo,m2) : W-ZxMxMis the unique morphism 
such that k’o (zo, mo, m2) = (zi, mi) for OS i I 2, so that k”, k’, k2 is a kernel triple of 
pr,a. Now (P2ok0)~(P2ok2)=(P~a(p1,P2))~(P2D(axM))=p~~p~=P~o(Z~~)= 
p20 k’, whichisprecisely thecondition thatp2: Z ~MdMbeinHom_~(p,,a;M). 0 
Thus a principal homogeneous object happens to be a short G-exact sequence 
together with a (-l)-(p,, a)-cochain. The next theorem essentially says that the 
principal homogeneous objects are cofinal in the class of all short G-exact sequences 
equipped with a (- I)-(do, d’)-cochain. 
4.3. Theorem. Let 
do 
XI ---_;x,- do x 
d’ 
be a short G-exact sequence. Let M be a group object in C and let f be in 
Horn_ ,(d”, d I; M). Then there exists a G-trivial principal homogeneous M-object 
ZxM ” yzLx, 
a 
and a commutative diagram 
PI 
ZxM--y Z LX 
a 
such that p20 w = f. 
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Proof. The pair d”xM, (d’~pl,pz~(f~pJ):XlxM~XoxMforms a U-split co- 
equalizer pair [lo], where the three extra maps are: 
UX,xUM( 
(r~p,,pz’(llf~f~P,)-‘) 
UXo x UM, 
I/X0x I/M, 
(Udo4p,,(Ufnr~p,)~(pz)-‘) 
+ UXxUM. 
(SOP,.(P$‘) 
Here s, t form a U-splitting for the short G-exact sequence, and ( )-’ denotes the 
inverse operation in the group object UM. Since U is tripleable, there exists a 
q:XoxM+Z in C such that L$=(Ud”op,,(Ufotop,).(p3-1) and so that q is a 
coequalizer of d”xM, (d’*pl,p2.(fnpJ) (see [lo]). Thus there exists a unique 
p:Z+X such that poq=d”op,: 
d”xM 
X,xM 
(d’0~,,~2.(f0~,)) 
:XOxM ’ *Z 
I I I 
Pl I 
I 
X1 
I PI I P 
do 
d’ 
1 
do 
I 
;x px 0 
Now the right-hand square is in fact a pullback since U creates limits and Up o Uq = 
Ud”o Up, is a pullback (note Up = p1 : (IX x UMd UX). Let s’= (UX, e) : I/X4 UZ; 
then clearly Upas’= UX. Let z=qo (Xo,e) :Xo-tZ, so that pot=dO. Next, since 
UXx UMx UM------y 
(Pl.P2) uxx uM PI ) ux 
uxx- 
is a kernel pair and U creates limits, there exists a: Zx MdZ such that 
PI ZxM---yZAX 
a 
is a kernel pair and such that Ua = UX x - . Using this explicit description of Uu and 
the fact that U is faithful, it is easy to see that a gives an action of M on Z (i.e. 
ao(Z,e)=Zandao(Zx-)=ao(axM)). Thus 
PI 
ZxM---_tZ--fl-tX 
a 
is a principal homogeneous object, and there is a unique w: X,-Z x M such that 
pl o w=zOdo, a0 w=zod’. It remains to show thatp,~ w= f, for which it suffices to 
seethata~(t~do,f)=z~d’.Notefirstthata~(q~(d’,f),f)=q~(d~,e) since 
W” (4” (d’,f ,,f )) 
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=(UdQoUd’,UfoteUd’) 
=<Udo0Up~,(Uf0t0Upl)~(Up2)-1)~(Ud’,e) 
= U(qo (d’,e)). 
Hence 
=a”(qo(d’op~,P~~(fnpl)~o(X~,e),f~ 
=aa(qo(d’,e.f),f)=qo(d’,e) 
=q~(Xo,e)~d’=z~dl. q 
4.4. Definition. The principal homogeneous object constructed in Theorem 4.3 is 
called the G-trivial principal homogeneous M-object over X associated to the given 
short G-exact sequence and (- I)-(do, d*)-cochain. 
4.5. Definition. Let 
X,*X&+ 
d’* 
X and X:+X6-X 
d’ d” 
be short G-exact sequences. A morphism from the former to the latter consists of 
three morphisms x:X-X’; x0:X0+X& xl:XI*X; in C such that ~~d,,=d’~~x~, 
xoO do = d”oxl, x00 d’ = d” oxI. A morphism of principal homogeneous objects is a 
morphism of short G-exact sequences uch that xl =x0 x IV. 
4.6. Theorem. Let (x,,xO,x) be a morphism of short G-exact sequences, as in 
Definition 4.5. Let f be a (- l)-(do, d’)-cochain and let f be a (- I)-(d’q d”)-cochain 
such that f ‘ax1 = f. Then there is a morphism of the associated principal 
homogeneous objects so that the following diagram commutes: 
Z’xM 
a’ 
Proof. We are using the notation of Theorem 4.3 and Definition 4.5. A simple 
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calculation shows that 4’0 (x,,xM) coequalizes d”xMand (d10p,,p2. (fop,)), so 
that there exists a unique u : Zd Z’ such that u 0 q = 4’” (x0x M). From this it follows 
thatp’ou=xop. To show that a’O(uxM)=uoa, one uses the fact that qxMis an 
epimorphism (in fact a coequalizer, since it is U-split) and the fact that a 0 (q x M) = 
Q” (PI. (P&-l * p2) :X0 x A4 xM+Z. We verify this last equation as follows: 
~(~a(qx~))=(~~x~)a~~doop,,(Ufo~op,)~(Pz)-’,p~~ 
=(~doop,,(Ufo~~p~).(p2)-‘.(p~)) 
= lW’” p,, (uf o to ~1) - (PZ)-‘> o (P,, (PC’ - (~2)) 
= WI0 (PI,(P3)-* * Pz>). 
The remaining verifications are all straightforward. Cl 
4.7. Theorem (Beck (41). With the concept of morphism of Definition 4.5, the G- 
trivial principal homogeneous M-objects over Xform a category PHO/X, and there 
is a bijection no(PHO/X)+H’(X,M) (where, for a category A, no(A) denotes the 
class of connected components of A), 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Define 
q?:(PHO/X[4f’(X,M) by @(ZxM=tZ-+X)=~(p,). 
Notice that p2:ZxM+M is in Hom_t(p,,a;M) by Theorem 4.2. Given a 
morphism z : Z + Z’ in PHO/X, we get 
C(Z’,M) - Horn--Or,& M) -5 H’(X,M) 
CQ.,M)j ]Hom-,(z.M) ]H’(X&f) 
C(Z, M) - Hom_,(p, a; M) a H’(X,M) 
so that 8(p2) =a o Hom_,(z,M)(p2) =8(pz” (z xM)) =a(pz), whence 
Thus @ is constant on connected components of PHO/X and induces 
$:rro(PHO/X)+H’(X,M). Given a cocycle f :G’X-A4, by Theorem 3.9 f is in 
Hom_,(G&X, EGX, M). Define v(f) to be the connected component of the principal 
homogeneous object associated (see Definition 4.4) to G2X=t GX-+ X and f : G2X+ 
M. If f and f’ are cohomologous cocycles, say f’s (g a EGX) = (g 0 G&X) *f then 
consider 
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G2XxM 
G&X x M 
;GXxMLZ' 
! 
(&CX”P,.P~‘(s’~P,)) 
(p,,P2.(goG&XoP,)) 
I 
(P,.P**cz”PI)) 
G2XxM 
G&Xx.4-l 
:GXxM ’ +Z 
(eGXs P,. P~.US PI)) 
where the rows define a and w(f) respectively. It is easy to see that the diagram 
commutes, so there exists a unique u : 2 +Zsuch that uoq’=qo(pl,p2.(gopl)). It 
quickly follows that p” u = p’, and (using, as in Theorem 4.6, that aa (q xM) = 
qo (pi,-‘* ~2)) that oo(u xM)=u~a’. Hence u is a morphism from w(f’) to 
u/(f) in PHO/X, so that w induces &:H’(X,M)dndPHO/X). Notice that the 
commutative diagram in the statement of Theorem 4.3, after application of CJ, 
looks like 
Hence $0 @(f + coboundaries) = p20 w + coboundaries = f + coboundaries by 
Theorem 4.3, so that $0 6 is the identity on H’(X,M). Let 
ZxM& z&x 
PI 
be a principal homogeneous object over X with U-splittings s, t; then u/o 6 on its 
connected component is represented by the principal homogeneous object 
associated to the cocycle 13(p2) and GzXzGX*X, say to YxM* Y-+X. We must 
show that Y and Z are in the same connected component of PHO/X. Let 
Z’xM*Z’+X be the principal homogeneous object associated to p2 and 
Z x MzZ-+X, actually these two principal homogeneous objects are equal, but we 
need not prove that. Then Z and Z’ are in the same connected component of 
PHO/X by Theorem 4.3. Notice that 
is a morphism as in Theorem 4.6, so by that theorem Z’ and Y are in the same con- 
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netted component of PHO/X. Hence Z and Y 
component, and u/ 0 6 is the identity on Q(PHO/X). 
are in the same connected 
0 
5. Higher dimensional G-exact sequences, and long exact sequences 
In this section we give some of the definitions and theorems which are higher- 
dimensional analogs of those of Sections 2 and 3. These include n-G-exact sequences 
and their associated long exact sequences in cohomology. Throughout, M will be an 
abelian group object in C. 
5.1. Definition. Let do, . . . , d”:Xn+X,,_I be morphisms in C. An m-(do, . . . ,d”)- 
cochain with coefficients in M is a morphism f :Gm+*X,+M such that 
C::,‘(-l)yoG m+lki=O, where k”,...,kR+l: K+X,, is a kernel (n + 2)-tuple of 
do, . . . ,d”. The set of all m-(do, . . . , d”)-cochains is denoted by Homm(do, . . . , d”; M). 
To make the Hom,(d’, . . . d”; M), mr0, into a cochain-complex define 
d:Homm(do,...,dn;M)~Homm+l(do,...,d”;M) by d(f)=C~2~(-l)if”em+‘-! 
Then d:Homm(do,...,d”;M)+C(G “‘*X,,,M) is a homomorphism and has its 
image inside Horn,, ,(d”, . . . , d”; M); in fact, Hom,(dO, .., , d”; M) is actually a sub- 
complex of C(G*+‘X,,,M). 
5.2. Definition. The complex of (do, . . . , d”)-cochains with coefficients in M is 
the cochain complex Hom*(d’, . . . , d”; M) with coboundary given by d(f) = 
~~~o~(-l)‘f.Em+l-i. 
As pointed out in Section 2, the inclusion O-*Hom,(d”, . . ..dR.M)* 
C(G*+‘X,,,M) defines a quotient cochain complex C(G*+tX,,M)+K**O, and 
there is an associated long exact sequence of cohomology groups. Moreover the 
connecting homomorphism 8 : H,(K*)+H,+ t(Hom,(d”, . . . , d”; M)) is natural, 
where a morphism from 
do d’O 
X .&xn-, to x;=&zx;_, 
is a pair fn:Xn4XA, fn-l:Xn-I+Xi_ , such that d’iOfn=fn_,Odi for Osisn. 
5.3. Definition. Let do, . . . . d”:Xn+Xn_, be morphisms in C. The m-th co- 
homology group of (do, . . . , d”) with coefficients in Mis the m-th homology group of 
the cochain complex K* just defined. It is denoted by Hm(do, . . . , d”; M). 
5.4. Theorem. Let do, . . . . d”: X,-X,,_, be morphisms in C. Then there is a long 
exact sequence 
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O+H,,(Hom,(d”, . . . ,d”; M))+ 
H”(X,,M)~Ho(do, . . . ,d”; M$HI(Hom&fo, . . . , d”; M))- 
H1(X,,,M)+H’(do, . . . , d”; M)zH2(Home(do, . . . , d”; M))-.-a , 
and 8 is natural. 
5.5. Definition. An n-G-exactsequence consists of morphisms do, . . . , d”: X,-X”_ ,, 
do, . . . . d”-‘:X”-,-+X”-2 in C for which there exist s: UX,,_z* UX,,_ I and 
t: UX”-,~UXn in B so that: 
(i) diOdj=dj-‘Odifor i<j; 
(ii) Udn-las= UX”_,; 
(iii) Ud’~t=soUd’ifi<n; and 
(iv) Ud”o t = r/X”_ ,. 
By adjointness, the existence of s, t as above is equivalent to the existence of 
s”-‘:GX,_~+X,,_, and s”:GX,,_,+X, in C so that: 
(i) d’~dj=dj-‘od’ for i<j; 
(ii) d”- ’ 0s “-‘=&X,_*; 
(iii) d’ .s”=s”-1 0 Gd’ if ic n; and 
(iv) d”Os”=EX”_,. 
In the sequel, s”-’ or s” will denote a choice of maps in C satisfying (ii)-( they 
(as well as s and tin the definition) will in general not be uniquely determined by the 
n-G-exact sequence itself. 
Notice that a short G-exact sequence is the same as a l-G-exact sequence. One 
example of an n-G-exact sequence is obtained as follows. Start with an (n - l)-G- 
exact sequence 
dO,...,d”-’ 
Xtl- 
then the kernel (n + I)-tuple 
do, ...,d”-2 
xl-3; 
K k”*...Pk” +x - dov...3d”-’ ” 1 +x - n 2 
is an n-G-exact sequence (if UX,_~~ UXn_2A r/X,,_ l are any U-splittings as 
in Definition 5.5 then the u: UX”_,+UK satisfying Ukiou= t 0 Ud’ for i <n, 
L/k”0 u = UX”_, can be used together with t as U-splittings for the n-G-exact 
sequence). Another example is the ‘canonical’ n-G-exact sequence given by 
&O,...,&“:G “+‘X+G”Xand E~,...,E”-’ : G”XdG”-‘X (with U-splittings qUG”-‘X 
and qUG”X; or from the alternative point of view, s”-’ = G”X and s”= G”+‘X). 
5.6. Theorem. Let 
do, . . . . d”:X”+X”_,, do ,..., d”-‘:X”-,+X”-2 
be an n-G-exact sequence. Then the quotient cochain complex K* associated to 
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Hom,(dO, . . . . d”- *; M) is naturally isomorphic to Hom,(dO, . . . , d”; M). Moreover 
Hom*(d’, . . . , d”;M) is augmented over Hom_i(d”,...,d”;M). 
Proof. Define p : C(G mclX,,-l,M)+Hom,(do,...,d”;M) by 
thenp:C(G*+‘X,_t,M)-+C(G*+’ X,,, M) is a morphism of cochain complexes, and 
it must be shown that its image lies in Hom,(dO, . . . , dR; M). But this is clear, since 
n+l n+1 n 
j;O(-W~(f)oGm+‘ki =j;O i~O(-l)‘+if~G”+‘d’OG”+‘kj=O 
because of the simplicial identities d’o kj = dj- * 0 k’ for i< j. It must thus be shown 
that 
O~Hom,(do,...,d”-1;M)~C(Gm+1X~_I,M)~Hom,(do,...,d”;M)~O 
is exact for m L 0. Now i is injective, and po i = 0 because for 0 s i I n, d’ = k’O u for 
some u:X,-+K. If p(f)=0 then ~~=o(-l)‘foG”+‘di=O, so 
=jcO (-ly’(;$ -t(-L)if~Gm+‘d’)~Gm+l~~Gm+‘k~~G~~K 
n-l n 
=o 
because of the simplicial identities. Hence the sequence is exact in the middle. TO show 
that p is surjective, let f be in Hom,(dO, . . ..d”.M). Then Cy=‘d (-l)~OG’“+‘ki=O, 
and using this one can easily show, as in Lemma 3.6, that 
f = P((- 1)“’ o G “‘+‘s”oGWX,_~). 
Finally, the proof of the last sentence of the theorem is essentially the same as that 
given in Theorem 3.5. 0 
5.7. Corollary. Let 
X 
be both (n - l)- and n-G-exact. Then there is a long exact sequence 
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O~Hom_,(do,...,d”-‘;M)~C(X,_,.M)~Hom-,(do,...,d”;~) 
%?‘(dO ,..., d”-*;M)~H’(X,_,,M)~H’(d? . . . . d”-‘;M) 
$H2(do ,..., d”-*;M)+H*(X,,_,,M)-+**.. 
Forf in Hom,(d’, . . . . d”; M) which is a cocycle, 
8 (f + coboundaries) 
n-l 
,FO (-l)‘f~s”~Gs *-‘~G~d’+coboundaries If-m=-1, 
(_I)“~~~(_l)lf.G”+ls”-l=G”+2s”-],Gm+3dilCmdGX,_, 
+ coboundaries if?TlZO. 
Proof. The long exact sequence follows from Definition 5.3 and Theorems 5.4 and 
5.6. The explicit formula for 3 follows, after suitable calculations, from the proof of 
Theorem 5.6. The computations begin with 
a(f + coboundaries) 
n+l 
= z0 (-l)‘(-l)“tfOG m+‘~“nGm~X,_,~Gi~Gm+‘-iX,_, 
+ coboundaries. Cl 
5.8. Theorem. Hom_i(e”, . . . . E”;M)={~:G”+~X+M) C:J~fo~“+t-~=0}; thus 
the(-1)-(&O, . . . . en)-cochains areprecisely the n-cocycles on X with coefficients in M. 
Proof. Let v:G “+*X+ K be the unique morphism such that k’ov=ei for 
Osisn+ 1. If fis in Hom_,(e”, . . ..P.M), then 
so f is an n-cocycle. If f: G n + ‘X+ M is an n-cocycle, then 
?I+1 
> 
“AI 
j;. (-l)‘f;kJ :eK=,To (-l)Jf~eG”+‘X”Gkj 
n+l 
( 
n-1 
=,To (-l)j i,;, (--l)if~~“+‘-~ 
> 
OGkJ 
=f i “i’ (_l)‘+J.j-,E”-i,Gki 
r=O ,=o 
= 0 
because of the simplicial identities, so f is in Hom_i(e’, . . . , E”; M). C 
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5.9. Corollary. For n 12, H”(X, M) = H1(co, . . . . Pw2; M). 
Proof. With the aid of Theorem 5.8, the beginning of the exact sequence of 5.7 is 
O+ Horn_,@‘, . . . . &“-I; M) --, C(G”X, M) + n-cocycles 
--+H’(sO, .. ..E”-2.M)-+H1(G”X,M)=0. 0 
In 1.5 or 6.7 of 151, Duskin has defined the image of a cocycle f: G”+2X-M by 
the ‘transfer differential of the (n -2)-boundary system associated with the standard 
resolution of X’ as follows. Let 
ko &O 
K 
-3 G”-‘X n 
,.i, Gn-2X 
be a kernel n-tuple; then the transfer differential on f is (-l)“-’ En:; (-l)‘foG2k’. 
Up to sign, this is precisely the image of f under the connecting homomorphism 
a : Hom_,(s”, . . . . E”; M) * Ht(e”, . . . . Pm2; M). The variation in sign is explained by 
the fact that Duskin defines the coboundary map d: C(G”+ ‘X, M) -+ C(G*+2X, M) 
by d(f)= C:_J,j (-l)‘fOsi, whereas here it has been defined by d(f)= CyTd (-l)‘fa 
E”+‘-~. To verify this connection between i3 and transfer differentials, we need 
the following lemma (which has independent interest). 
5.10. Lemma. Let the notation be as in Theorem 5.6, and suppose that 
d’O , . . ..d’“.X;,dX,_,, do, ...,d”-‘:X,,_I*X,,_2 is also an n-G-exact sequence. 
Then the isomorphism q& : Hom,(dO, . . . , d”; M) + Hom,(d’O, . . . , d’“; M) implied by 
the statement of Theorem 5.6 is given explicitly by 
Proof. InTheorem5.6, theproofthat p: C(Gm+lX,,_,,M)+ Homm(do, . . ..d”.M) 
is surjective actually provides a section for p; that is, defines a homomorphism 
r:Homm(do,...,d”;M)+C(Gm+l X,,_ ,, M) such that po r is the identity on 
Homm(do, .. . . d”; M). Thus the composition 
Hom,(d’, . . . . d”;M)~C(Gm+*X,_I,M)~ Hom,(d’O, . . ..d’“.M) 
is the desired isomorphism, and clearly p’~ T = 4. 0 
Applying 5.10 to the present situation, 
a : Hom_t(e”, . . . . E”; M)- H1(eo, . . . . E”-~; M) 
z H,(Hom,(k’, . . . . k”-2;M)), 
we find by Corollary 5.7 that 
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n-l 
13(f+ coboundaries) = @ c (-l)‘fO G2ci + coboundaries 
/IO > 
n-l n-l 
=(-l)“-t ;ro jgo (-l)i+“‘~G2ci~G3kj~GSK+coboundaries 
n-2 n-l 
=(-I)“-’ ,go j;. (--l)‘+jf~G2&‘~G3kj~G6K 
n-1 
+(-1)2”-2 jso (-l)~f~G2~Gn-1X~GGGnX0G2kj+coboundaries 
n-1 
= jFo (-l)jfoG2kj+ coboundaries. 
This computation would appear to give a conceptual framework for understanding 
the appearance of transfer differentials [5]; they arise because they are instances of 
the connecting homomorphism. 
6. Simplicial extensions and interpretation of H”(X, M) 
This section contains the higher-dimensional analog of Section 4. As was seen in 
Corollary 5.9, H”(X,M)=H’(E~,...,E”-~; M); thus by solving the more general 
problem of interpreting H’(d”, . . . , d”- l; M) we will simultaneously give an interpre- 
tation of W(X,M). Now Duskin [5] has already given an interpretation of 
H”(X,M), so the results in this section should be viewed as a reformulation and 
generalization of Duskin’s work. Throughout this section, any unexplained nota- 
tion will refer to the following situation: let M be an abelian group object in C; let 
be (n - I)- and n-G-exact, with selected G-splittings s”, P-l, and sSe2; let 
k” do 
K ---? X,,_,- 
k”-I’ d”:- 2 ’ 
xn-3 
be a kernel n-tuple; let 
ko k” 
J Y A K ; x,-2 
k” kn-I 
be a kernel (n + I)-tuple; let 
kO d” 
LT-+X,T, X,-l 
k”+l d” 
be a kernel (n + 2)-tuple; let v: GX,, -, L be the unique morphism such that 
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k’~v=~“~Gd for Osirn, k”+‘ov=eX,,; let y:X,_,-K be the unique morphism 
such that k’oy=d’ for OSiSn-- 1. 
6.1. Definition. Let do, ...,d”-2:Xn_2+Xn_3 be morphisms in C such that there 
exists an s: UX,,-34 UX,_2 in B with Ud”-2os= UX,_2. Let the notation be as 
above. A simplicial G-extension of (do, . . . , d” - *) by M consists of a map c : W * M, 
a diagram 
W e”, ...l en +Z e9 . . . . en-’ 
x”_z do ,..., d”-’ . Xn_3r 
which is (n - I)- and n-G-exact, and such that: 
(1) the unique p: Z + K such that k’op = ei for 0 I ir n - 1 is part of a G-trivial 
principa: homogeneous M-object over K for which there is a U-splitting 7: UK -L UZ 
for which (/par= UK and ~~=o(-1)ip2~7~Uki=0 (equivalently to: GK *Z for 
which C:=O(-l)‘pzO UtoO UGk’=O and pot = EK); 
(2) I/e’= UkiXpi+2: UJX UM”+‘+ UKX UM; 
(3) UC= C::22 (-l)‘-‘p;: UJx UM”+l --) c/M. 
We will often refer to a simplicial G-extension of 
simpliciai extension. 
6.2. Theorem. Given a simplicial extension as 
Hom_,(e”, . . . . e”; M). 
Proof. 
(do, . . . . dn-2) by iM simply as a 
in Definition 6.1, c is in 
??+I 
> 
“+I nc2 
U ,To (-l)icaki = c 1 (-l)‘+J-‘pio Uki 
J=o I=2 
= ito i$: (-1)‘ci-1p2~Uei~UkJ=0 
because of the simplicial identities. Since U is faithful ET&’ (-1)‘~~ kJ = 0. 0 
6.3. Theorem. With notation the same as thatpreceeding Definition 6.1, supposef 
isin Hom_,(d’, . . . . d”; M). Then there is a simplicial extension of (do, . . . , d”- 2), and 
there are morphisms w, z such that 
do do 
X” ; x,_, -Ty xn-2 
I d” I d”-I ( 
wl ,o I eo kz 
commutes. Moreover co w = f. 
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Proof. By Corollary 5.7, the connecting homomorphism a: Hom_,(d”, . . . . d”; M) - 
#(a, . . . . dn-2;M)=H,(Hom*(d”, . . ..d”-‘.M)) takes f to the I-cocycle 
g=C~~~(-l)ifOS”OGS”-‘OGZdi on X,-t. By Theorem 5.6, H’(d”,...,d”-*;M)= 
H,(Hom,(ke, . . . . k”-*; M)) and Lemma 5.10 shows (after a straightforward compu- 
tation) that a(f) is also represented by the I-cocycle h = C::,j (-l)‘fOs”OGs”-‘oG’k’ 
on K. Then hoG*y=g=(-l)“+‘(fos”~G&X,_,-_f”S”O&GX,_,); these are the key 
relationships needed to verify the assertions which follow. Let 
ZxMP4 Z AK, r”:GK-Z, t’:GZ-ZxM 
a 
be the G-trivial principal homogeneous M-object over K associated to h and the 
canonical short G-exact sequence 
G&K EK 
G*Kw GK- K 
as in Theorem 4.3. Then in particular 
GEKxM 
G*KxM : GKxM ’ ‘Z 
(EGK~PI, hepI +PZ) 
is a coequalizer. It is clear from Lemma 6.5 that ~~=o(-l)ip2~Ufo~UGk’=0. To 
produce .z:X,_, *Z, notice that 40 (Gy, (-1)“fo.s”) coequalizes G&X,_, and 
eGX,,_ t; hence there exists a unique t such that to&X,_, =qo(Gy, (-l)“f:s”). From 
thisitfollowsthatp~~=y,andthene’~z=k’~p~t=k’~y=d~forO~i~n-l,Using 
the fact that 
k” x-0 
J 
F 
: K 
k” k”-1 
is a kernel (n + I)-tuple, and that Up=pl: LIZ -, UK, it is easy to see that 
Uk”xp2 Uk”*p, 
UJxUM”+’ i ;uz i , WI-2 
Uk”xp,+z f_.‘k”-l=p, 
is a kernel (n + 1)-tuple. Since U creates limits, there exist W and e’: W-r Z for 
05 is n such that 
eo e” 
W V : Z 7 x,-2 
en en-1 
is a kernel (n+ I)-tuple in C, UW= UJX UMn+‘, and Uei= UkiXpi+2 for Oliln. 
Hence also there exists a unique w: X,- W such that eio w =zod’ for Or iln. 
Using the fact that Uz= <c/y, (-l)“-‘Uf ~CJ.S”~~UX,,_~) (proved by computing 
Uz=Uz~UEx,_,~tJUXn_l=Uq~U(Gy,(-l)”f~s”)~~Ux,_I), one shows that 
Uei~Uw=Uz~Udi=(Uy~Udf(-l)“-‘Uf~Uki~Uv~~Ux,) for OSiln. On the 
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where b: X, --), J is the unique morphism such that kin b =yO d’ 
y$: (-l)‘-‘pioUW= & (-1)““Uf 0 Uk’QiJVQqUX, 
=(-l)2n+2Uf~Uk”+‘~Uv~qUX, 
= uf~u&x,~rjiJx”= Uf. 
for OliSn. Thus 
If there is a morphism c: W+M such that C:=‘:z(-l)‘-‘pi= UC, then we will have 
co w =f. One way to prove the existence of such a c: W-, Mis to use the equivalence of 
C and Br(the category of (T= UF, q, U&F)-algebras in B) to show that C:Ji (-l)‘-‘pi 
is a morphism of T-algebras. Another is as follows. Let a’: G W+ M be the composi- 
tion 
GW& GZII--- ZxM---= M_ 
If a= I:=, (-l)‘+‘a’ coequalizes G&W and EC W then there will exist a unique 
c: W* Msuch that c0.s W=a. We will prove that there is such a morphism, and that 
UC= C:=‘, (-l)‘-‘pi, in Lemmas 6.4-6.9. Granting it for now, all that remains to be 
proved is that 
do 
W : Z 
en 
is (n - l)- and n-G-exact. The required morphisms are t”- ’ = z~.s”- ’ : GX,_z + Z, 
and t*:GZ- Wwhereei~t”=z~sn-*~Gdi for Osisn- 1, e”Dt”=cZ. 0 
6.4. Lemma. With assumptions and notation as in Theorem 6.3, the morphism 
.zZ:GZ- Zsatisfies U&Z=(UeK~UFp,, Uh~~UGK~UFp,+ UcM*UFp2). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, 
GEKxM 
G2KxM 
(EGK~PI. hop1 +pz) 
:GKxMAZ 
is a U-split coequalizer via 
uz = uK x uM ~IUK~PI. -~2) 
* UGK x UM, 
and Uq=(U&K”p,, Uh”rlUGKap,-p2). Thus G(G2KxM)~G(GKxM)+GZ is 
a split coequalizer, and the rows in 
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B(UZ, UZ) 
B( Uq. L’Z) 
’ B(U(GKxM), UZ) : B(U(G’KxM), L/Z) 
C(G.5 Z) C(Gq. 2) * C(G(GKxM),Z) 7 C(G(G’KxM),Z) 
are split equalizers; the maps a are the adjunction isomorphisms. From this it 
follows that 
EZ = cr(UZ) = EZO Gqo FQUKop,, -p2> 
= qO&(GK x M)O F(qUKOp,, -p2> 
=q”(&GKoFp,,&M”Fp2)aF(~UK~p,,-pZ) 
= q” (Fp,, -&MO Fp2). 
Using the definition of Uq, the result follows. 0 
6.5. Lemma. With assumptions and notation as in Throrem 6.3, the rnorphisms 
P:GK-Z, t’:GZ-+ZxMsatisfy Ut”=(U&K,UhorlUGK) and 
I/t’ = ( I/&K0 UFp,, UhQr$JGKo UFp,, U&Ma U.Fp2). 
Proof. Since t”=qa (GK, O), the equation for (/to is clear. The morphism t’ is 
characterized by p1 0 t ’ =tOoGp, aot’=eZ. Thus t’=(qe(Gp,O),r) and we must 
show that Ur= U&M0 UFp2. But by Lemma 6.4, 
(U&K0 UFp,, UhOr$JGka UFp, + LIeMa 0%~~) = U&Z 
= c/a0 Ut’ = (UKx +)o (Uqo (UGp, 0), Ur) 
=(UKX+)~(U~F~UF~,, UhO~UGKoUFp,, Ur) 
= (U&F0 Up,, UhOqUGKo UFp, + Ur). 0 
6.6. Lemma. With assumptions and notation as in Theorem 6.3, I/a’= 
L/EM’ UFpi+2. 
Proof. Since ai=p20 t'o Ge’and Ge’= F(Uk’Xpi+z), this is clear because of Lemma 
6.5. 0 
6.7. Lemma. For any abelian group object M in C and morphisms y,, y, : Y-+ UM 
in B, U&M0 UF( y. + y I) = U&M0 UFyo + UEMQ UFyl . 
Proof. The adjunction isomorphism a: B( Y, UM) -, C(FY, M) provides UM with its 
abelian group structure in B, so that yo+yl= U(&GM~FyO+&GM=FyJoqY. 
Moreover since +:MxM+M is a morphism in C, EMo+=+~E(MxM)= 
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+a (cMQGP,, eM”Gp2) so that ~M~G(x,,+xt) =eMoGxO+ EMOGX, for any x0,x1 in 
C with common domain. The result now follows by a straightforward 
computation. Cl 
6.8. Lemma. With notation and assumptions as in Theorem 6.3, 
ai~GeW=h~GZki~GFpl+&M~G.zM~GFpi+2 
and a’oeG W=EMOGEMOGF~~+~. 
Proof. 
Uaia UGe W= Upzo Ut’a UGEZO UG2ei 
= U&M0 UFp20 UF(U&Ko UFp,, UhaqUGKo UFp, + U&MO UFp,)o 
UFUF(Uk’Xpi+2) 
= U&M0 UF(Uho~UGKo UGk’+ [J&M” UFUFpi+2) 
= U&Ma UGho UF~UGKo UG’k’+ U&Ma UFUeMo UGFpi+2 
= I/ho UG2ki+ U&Ma UGEMO UGFpi+2, 
where we have used Lemmas 6.4, 6.5 and 6.7; this proves the first equation. Using 
the technique of Lemma 6.4, one can show that 
UeGZ = UF(UeGKo UFp,, U&Ma UFp2). 
Then a computation similar to that just given yields the second equation. Cl 
6.9. Lemma. With notation and assumptions as in Theorem 6.3, there is a 
morphism c: W-+Msuch thatcO~W=C:=~(-l)i+‘ai, and Cr~=C”:~(-l)~-*p~. 
Proof. Since C”,o(-l)ihoG2ki=0, Lemma 6.8 shows that En=0 (-l)‘+‘a’coequalizes 
GE W and EG W. For the second part, 
UC~UEW= ,cO (-l)‘+‘Ua’= i (-l)‘+‘UCM~UFpi+2 
i=o 
= i$o (-l)i+1pi+20 U&W 
because of 6.4, 
UE W= (?, Uho UG2ko.=qUGJ0 UFp, f I/EM0 UFp2, . . . 
. . . . UhO UG2k”~rjtJGJ~ UFp,+ U&M0 UFp,,s2). 0 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
6.10. Definition. The simplicial extension constructed in Theorem 6.3 is called the 
simplicial extension associated to the given (n - l)- and n-G-exact sequence and 
(-1)-(do, . . . . d”)-cochain. 
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6.11. Definition. A morphism of (n- l)- and n-G-exact sequences is a commuta- 
tive diagram: 
do do do 
X”-2 
d”-? 
.Y,-2 &I - , 
where the rows are (n - l)- and n-G-exact. A morphism of simpliciai extensions is a 
morphism of the underlying (n - l)- and n-G-exact sequences uch that c’ox, = c. 
6.12. Theorem. Let (x,, x,_ ,, x,_~, x,-3) be a morphism of (n - 1) and n-G-exact 
sequences. Let f be a (-1)-(do, . . . . d”)-cochain and let f’ be a (-I)-(d’q . ..d‘“)- 
cochain. If y : X,_ , -* K is a G-epimorphism, andf’ox, = f, then there is a morphism 
of the associated simplicial extensions o that the following diagram commutes: 
e” 
W v A 
I 
en 
u 
e’O 
w’7y 
e’” 
e” 
Z : A 
I 
e”- I 
I” 
1 e’O 
Zri 
&?‘“-I 
xn-2 
I XII-2 
x-2 
Proof. We will use the notation of the beginning of this section, only with a ( )’ 
adjoined, for the bottom G-exact sequence; similarly for the notation of Theorem 
6.3. Since y : X, _ I + K is an epimorphism, there exists a unique r: K - K’ such that 
k”~r=x,_2~kifor Olirn- 1. Since 
8 : Hom_,(d”, . . . . d”;M) --* H’(d”, . . . . dnd2; M) 
=If,(Hom,(k’, . . ..k”-‘.M)) 
is natural, 
Thus g + coboundaries = g’ 0 G2x,_ 1 + coboundaries; or transferring to 
H, (Hom,(k’, . . . , k”-‘; M)), h + coboundaries = h’oG2r + coboundaries. So let b be 
in Homo(ko, . . . , k”-‘; M) such that h’o G2r- h = coboundary of 6. Then 
,co (-l)‘bO Gk’= 0 
and boeGK- boGeK= h’oG2r-h. From these equations it is easy to show that 
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gfO (GrOp,, hop, +PZ) coequalizes G&K xM and &GKop,, hop, +p2), and therefore 
there exists a unique u:Z-+ Z’ such that uoq =q’o(Grop,, hop, +p2). From this it 
follows that p’ou=rQp, and then that eti~u=kfi~p’~u=k’i~r=p= 
x,_2aki~p=xn_2~difor Osisn-1. Now 
z/u = (Uro Up,, -Ub~r/UK~ Up, + Up,) 
since composing this on the right with Uq yields 
Uq’O (UGrO Up,, Ubo Up, + Up,). 
Let P:J-r J’be the unique morphism such that k"oP=rok' for Oz~i~n. Then 
UUO Ue’= (Uk”~U~~p1, -Uba UGk’~~UJop, +pi+z), 
so that the unique morphism ii: W -) W’ with e”o17 = uOei for Or is n satisfies 
Ufl= (UPP,, -I/b0 UGkOorlUJop, +p2, . . . 
Hence 
. ..) -Uba UGk”0~UJ~p,+p,+2). 
U(c’~a)=n~~(-l)i-lpi~U~ 
i=2 
= & (-1)‘Ubo UGk’o~UJop, +‘i’ (-l)ipj 
i=2 
=o+ UC. 
so c’oLl=c. El 
6.13. Theorem. With the concept of morphism of Definition 6.11, the simplicial 
extensions of (do, . . . , dne2) form a category Sim Ext/(dO, . . . . dne2), and there is a 
bijection 
no(Sim Ext/(dO, . . . . dne2)) -, H’(d”, . . . . dne2; M) 
if di~sfl-2”Gdi=di-I~s”-2~Gdifori<j=n-2. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Define 
@ : ISim Ext/(dO, .,., dnm2)1 +H1(do, . . . . d”-2; M) 
by 
@(W :. ., Z i; xn_2 -7 x, _ 33 = a(c); 
c is in Hom_l(eo, . . . . e”; M) by Theorem 6.2. Given a morphism w: W-* W’, 
r:Z+Z’inSim Ext/(dO, . . . . dne2), by naturality of C3 it follows that 13(c) = ~(c’o w) = 
a(~‘). Thus ~3 is constant on connected components of Sim Ext/(dO, . . . . dne2) and 
induces 
@ : no(Sim Ext/(dO, . . . . dnm2)) + H’(d’, .,., dfle2; M). 
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Notice that 
G2K GXn-2 GXn-3 
I 
H-2 
GZK G2X,,_2 s”-? 
,I 
Gv’ 
* Gv’oG2ka.BK*G&K 
G2K 
EK 
GK- K 
Gv’oG=k”-‘mGK2G&K 
t =$ xn-3 
EGK 
, 
is (n - l)- and n-G-exact; here v’ : GX,_2 + K is the unique morphism such that 
k’~v’=~“-~~Gd’for Osicn-2, ~“-‘~v’=&X,,_~, which exists by the hypothesis of 
the theorem. 
For the remainder of this theorem we shall refer to the (n - l)- and n-G-exact 
sequence just constructed as the basic G-exact sequence. Now let f: G?K+M 
represent an element in H’(d”, . . . . d”-2;M)aH,(Hom,(ko, . . . . k”-‘;A!), so that 
~~~o(-l)ifoG2ki=0 and f0EG2K-f~GeGKff~G~&K=0. Since 
0 0 
I I 
O-Hom_,(k”&K, . . . . k”-leK;M) -Homo(koeK, . . ..~“-‘EK.M)-*** 
0 l C(GK,W ’ C(G?K,M) . . . 
0-+Hom_1(Gv’G2k06KG~K, . . . . &Gk;M)~Homo(Gv’G2koGKG~K,...,&GK;M)+~~~ 
I I 
0 0 
isexact, f isinHom_t(Gv’~G2ko~6K~G&K, . . .. Gv’~G2k”-‘~dK~GeK,eGK;M); for 
f is a cocycle in C(G2K, M), and 
n-l 
Let w(f) be the connected component of the simplicial extension associated to the 
basic G-exact sequence and (-l)“+‘f (see Definition 6.10). If f and f’: G2K+M 
are cohomologous, say b:GK*M satisfies f-f’=bOcGK-bmG&K and 
Cr=,, (-l)‘b” G2ki=0, then by the proof of Theorem 4.7 there exists II: Z’- Z such 
that u”q’=qo(p,, bop,+p2) andpou=p’. Thus there exists a unique 17: w’+ W so 
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e’O 
w’i’z’ 
I 
e’” _ 
a u 
W 
. I eo 
Z 
e” 
e’O 
- 
: 
e’” - I 
,o 
L 
p-l 
Xtl-2 
I X,-2 
x,-2 
commutes. Now Uu= Iluo Uq’O (@Kop,, -pz) = (p,, -Ub~qUK~p, +p2) by 
computation, and hence 0.7 = (c/J, -Ubo UGk”~qiJGJ~p, +p2, . . . . -Ubo UGk”O 
~,IUGJO~, +pnc2). It follows easily that U(c”a) = UC’. Thus t&f) and w(f’) are in 
the same connected component of Sim Ext/(dO, . . . , cP-~), and IJI induces 
$:H’(dO, . ..) dfle2; M) -+ n(Sim Ext/(d”, . . . . dne2)). 
Using the notation of Theorem 6.3, 
~O~(f+coboundaries)=~(c)=~(c~w)=~((-l)”+’f) 
n-i 
= ,FO (-1)i+“+‘foG2K~G2v’~G6X,_2~G2k’+coboundaries 
= (- 1)2” + 2f + coboundaries by 5.7, 
so $oG is the identity on H’(do, . . ..dne2. M). Let 
p” e” do 
W : Z 7 x,-2 -i; Xn-3, 
en e”-l &I-’ 
tn-‘:GX,,_2-+Z, t”: GZ + W be a simplicial extension. If 
ZxMPI-: ZP’K, to: GK- Z, t’:GZ-+ZxM 
a 
is the principal homogeneous object of this extension, then we can assume without 
loss of generality that t”-’ is the composition 
GX,,_2 a G2X n 2 _ ZGKLZ 
(since the connected component of an extension does not depend on the form of the 
t’). Now 6 of this simplicial extension is represented by 
n-1 
i;o (-1)‘c~t”~Gt”-‘~G2ki 
and thus (ii04 on the simplicial extension is the bottom row of the commutative 
diagram 
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where Yaw”=(-l)“+’ C::,‘(-l)‘c~t”~Gt”-‘oG?k’. We must show that this sim- 
plicial extension is in the same connected component of Sim Ext/(d? . . . . d”-?) as 
the original. Let the bottom row of 
be the simplicial extension associated to the original one (i.e. the top row) and 
c: W+ M, so that c’o w’= c. Then it suffices to show that 2” and Z’ are in the same 
connected component of Sim Ext/(d’, . . . . Pe2), for which by Theorem 6.12 it is 
sufficient to prove that 
GXI GK X”_Z i 
GIQ 
GZ 
to h-2 
I” 
I t + 
W : A Z x,-2 7-) 
is a morphism. But ei~to=ki~p~to=ki~&K for Osisn- 1, and 
ei,tfl,GtO=t”-IOGeioGtO=t”-t~Gki~GEK 
= tooGv’odX,,_20Gki~GcK 
for Orion-1, e”Ot”~Gto=~Z~Gto=to~~GK. Thus it remains to be seen that 
c~t”~Gte,(-l)“+ C;!‘; (-l);c~t”“Gf”-10GZki. 
i+“+lcot”.Gt”-loGtki 
> 
n-l ncz 
=,so ig2 (-l)‘+j+“pi~ UP0 UGt”- ‘0 UG’kJ 
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n-l ” 
=,Fo ,Fo (-l)'*jcnp2~ I/e’> UP3 UGP-lo UG2kj 
=I$: [ yci (_l)i+j+flpzo Ut+l.UGe’n UGtn-‘oUG2kj 
=I$: [ :$I (_l)j+j+npzo I/t”-‘> UGtn-20 UG2d’~UG2kj 
+(-l)~-‘p2W-‘oUG~X,_24JG2kj 
+(-l)jp2” UEZ~UGP-‘~UG~~~ 1 
_I 
+(-l)jp20Ut”-‘~U~GXn_20UG2kj 
“-1 1 =j;o (-l)j-‘pzo Ut”-‘o UGEX,_~~ UG2kj 
n-1 
+,go (-l)jp2” I/t”-‘0 UcGXn_20 UG2kj 
n-l 
=j;o (-l)j-‘p20 Ut”-‘o UGkjo UGpo UGta 
n-l 
c;F” (-l)‘p20Ut”-‘o UGkJ” UEGK 
n-l 
=iE (-l)j-‘pz~UejoUtn~ UGt' 
n--l 
+,Fo (-1)‘~~” UP- ia UGkjo CJcGK 
n-l 
+,go (-l)jp20 UP- ‘0 UGkj” UEGK, 
so it suffices to show that 
n-1 
jgO (-1)jp20Ut”-‘0 UGkjoUcGK+ (-l)“p20U~Z~ UGtO=O. 
This follows because C yzO (-l)‘p20 Ut”o UGd’= 0; for it equals 
n-l 
j;. (-O’p,” utoauG v’~U6X,_,4JGkW.zGk+(-l)“p,4JtoaU~GK 
n-l 
=,Fo (-l)jp2" I/toe UG v’a UG 2kjo U6Ko U,GK 
+ (-1)“~~ 0 (/too UGEKO U&G2Ko UGGK 
= j$o (-l)jp2. Utoo UGkjo UGV” U&G2Ko UG6K = 0. El 
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6.14. Corollary. There is a bijection 
z,,(Sim Ext/(c”, . . . . E”-*)) -+ H”(X, M). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 5.9 and Theorem 6.13, using 
s”-*=G”-IX. q 
Duskin [5] has given an interpretation of H”(X, M) in terms of K&f, n)-torsors 
above X relative to C? and their morphisms; they form a category TORS$(X;M), 
and Duskin has proved that there is a bijection no(TORSb(X; M)) -+ H”(X, M). The 
connection between his result and Corollary 6.14 will now be sketched. It is clear 
that by adding degeneracies, a simplicial extension 
of (G”-‘X,&O, . . ..E n-2) determines a unique K(A4, n) torsor above X: 
e” e” &O 
W 
- 
: z 
en 
3 G"-'X 5 G"-*X -+. 3 G*X ++,GXz X, 
C: W+M. 
Conversely, there is such a torsor in every connected component of 
TORSL(X; M). For the U-splitting of a torsor determines a map 
K i;G”-‘X : GPl-2X . l . ..zc*~.Gx-x 
I ! !!I 
X “iX,,_,-K’ 7 xn-2 i,X”_j “‘SX, :x0 -x 
and hence a morphism K + K’ (for ease of writing, we are deleting the degeneracies 
from the notation). Pulling back the principal homogeneous object X,_ I xM=t 
X, _ 1 -+ K’ along K + K’ yields a principal homogeneous object Z x A4 =t Z + K over 
K, and then the above diagram completes to a morphism of K(M, n)-torsors above 
X in which the top row begins with a simplicial extension of (co, . . . ,E”-*). 
7. Examples and applications 
In this section we examine some of the definitions and theorems introduced in the 
earlier sections by looking at special cases. (One application of this work has already 
been pointed out: a reformulation of Duskin’s results.) This examination will 
usually consist of translating the correct simplicial idea into a nonsimplicial analog. 
In order to make contact with known concepts and results, we chose groups and 
commutative algebras as appropriate categories in which to work. 
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7. I. Commutative algebras 
Let A be a commutative ring with identity and let X be a commutative A-algebra. 
Let C be the category of commutative A-algebras over X; its objects are A-algebra 
homomorphisms YLX of commutative A-algebras, and its morphisms are A- 
algebra homomorphisms f: Y+ Y’ such that p’o f =p. Let B be the category of sets 
over the underlying set of X. The forgetful functor CJ: C + B has a left adjoint F, 
given by the polynomial algebra with coefficients in A. Moreover U is tripleable. The 
category of abelian groups in C is equivalent o the category of X-modules via the 
functors which assign to an abelian group in C its kernel, and to anX-module its semi- 
direct product with X. The cotriple cohomology groups of Y + X with coefficients 
in an X-module M are naturally isomorphic to the Andre-Quillen cohomology 
groups of Y with coefficients in A4 (see [1,13]). For details on the assertions of this 
paragraph, consult (31. 
Let do: Y-*X be a G-epimorphism over the terminal object in C; this amounts to 
do: Y-+ X being a surjective A-algebra homomorphism. Let M be an X-module and 
let p:Xp<M-rX be the semi-direct product of X and -44. Then CC@, p) and 
DerA ( Y, M) are naturally isomorphic, where DerA (Y M) = {f : Y + M 1 f is A-linear 
and f(ylyz) =d”(yI)f(yz) +d”(yz)f(yI)) is the abelian group of A-derivations 
from Y to M (this is true for an arbitrary do in C). Let I be the kernel of do. Let Y D( I
be the semi-direct product of Y and I; then Y K I is the A-module Y x I with multi- 
plication (y,, xt)(y2, x2) = (~1~2, yIx2 +y2xl +x,x2). Define 4: Y K I+ Y by g(y, x) = 
y+x. Then 
(with obvious structure maps to X) is a kernel pair in C, and hence is a short G-exact 
sequence in C (see the remark following Definition 3.2). Now I/Z2 is a Y/1=X- 
module; let Homx(Z/f2, M) be the abelian group of X-linear homomorphisms 
I/I2 + M. 
7.1. Theorem. With notation as above, Hom_i(p,, 4; M) is isomorphic to 
Hom,(Z/12, M). 
Proof. The kernel triple of p1 and 4 is {(y,x,, y,x2, y+x,,x2-xi) 1 y is in Y,x, and 
x2 are in I}. If f: YwI+M is in Hom_,(p,,q;M) then f is an A-derivation and 
f(y,x,) +f(y+xl,x2-x,)=f(y,x2) for all y in Y and all x1,x2 in I. Choosing 
xl =x2=0 gives f(y, 0) =0 for all y in Y. From this and the fact that f is linear, we 
find af (y, x) = f (ay, 0) + f (0, ax) = f (0, ax) for all a in A, y in Y, and x in I. Define 
f’ : I-* M by f’(x) = f (0, x); then f’ is an abelian group homomorphism. Since f is a 
derivation, sI(x,x2) = f ((0, x,)(0, x2)) = Of(0, x2) + Of (0, x1) = 0 for x1, x2 in I, so f 
induces an abelian group homomorphism $: I/I2 -, M. For z in X and x in I, 
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f(z(x + ItI) =S(yx + r2> =f(O, YX> =f((u, ow, x)) 
= @(Y)f(Q x) + &O)f(Y, 0) = tfYx+ I2 1 
where y is any element of Y such that do(y).= z. Thus $ is in Homx(Z/12, &0. Given 
an X-homomorphism g:I/Z2dM define g: YKI-M by g(y,x)=g(x+Z2); it 
is easy to verify that g is in Horn_,@,, q;M); and that (-): Homx(Z/12,M) --) 
Hom_,(p,, q; M) is a homomorphism. It is equally easy to show that either (‘) is the 
identity. 0 
7.2. Theorem (Andre [ 11). Let do: Y--,X be a surjective A-algebra homomorphism 
with kernel I. Then for any X-module M there is an exact sequence 
O-DerA(X,M)-*DerA(Y,M)~Homx(r/Z2,M)~H1(X,M)-H1(Y,M), 
where H’ designates the first Andre-Quillen cohomology group. 
Proof. This follows from the above remarks, Theorem 7.1 and Corollary 3.7: 
O-C(A’,p)+C(do,p)+Hom_~(p,,q;M)~H1(X,p)-H’(do,p). 0 
7.3. Corollary (Andre [l]). If I is an ideal in A and M is an A/I-module then there 
is an isomorphism 
Hom,&Z/12, M) + H’(A/Z, M). 
Proof. Let X=A/Z, Y=A, and let do: Y-X be the quotient homomorphism. 
Since DerA(A, M) = 0 and H’(A, M) = 0 (because A is the polynomial A-algebra with 
the empty set as variables), this follows from Theorem 7.2. 0 
7.2. Groups 
Let X be a group. Let C be the category of groups over X and B the category of 
sets over the underlying set of X. The forgetful functor U: C + B has a left adjoint 
F, given by the free group construction. Moreover U is tripleable. The category of 
abelian group objects in C is equivalent to the category of X-modules via the 
functors which assign to an abelian group in C its kernel, and to an X-module its 
semi-direct product with X. The cotriple cohomology groups of do: Y -, X in C with 
coefficients in an X-module M (or p: X KM-X) coincide (after a shift in dimen- 
sion) with the Eilenberg-MacLane cohomology groups: H”(do, p) = Derx( Y, M), 
H”(d’,p)=E-M”+‘(Z:M) for nrl. Here Derx(Y,M)={f:Y+Mlf(y,y2)= 
dO(y,)f(yz) + f(y,)} is the abelian group of X-derivations, or crossed homo- 
morphisms, from Y to M. In general, C(d”, p) z Derx( Y, M). For details, see [2,3]. 
Let do: Y+ X be a G-epimorphism over the terminal object in C. This amounts to 
do being a surjective group homomorphism. Let M be an X-module, and let H be 
the kernel of do. Let Y D< H be the semi-direct product of Y and H, so that the under- 
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lying set of Y txH’ is YxH and (yi, hl)(y2, h2)= (yryl, y;‘h1y2h2). Define 
q:YKH-Ybyq(y,h)=yh; then 
do 
YxH% Y-X 
4 
(with obvious structure maps to X) is a kernel pair in C and hence is a short G-exact 
sequence in C. Now Hab = H/[H, H] = H modulo its commutator subgroup is an 
X= Y/H-module via x(h[H, H]) =yhy-‘[H, H] where y is any element of Y such 
that do(y) =x. Let Homx(Ha6,M) be the abelian group of X-module homo- 
morphisms from Hab to M. 
1.4. Theorem. With notation as above, Horn_,@,, q; M) is isomorphic to 
Homx(H,b, M). 
Proof. The kernel triple of pI and q is ((y, hl, y, h2, yh,, h;‘h,) 1 y is in Y, h, and h2 
areinH}.Iff:Yo<H~MisinHom_,(p,,q;M)define$:H,b’MbyS(h[H,H])= 
f(e, h). Then f is in Homx(Hgb, M). If g: Hob + M is an X-module homomorphism, 
define g: Yb< H-M by g(y, h)=g(h[H, HI). Then g is in Hom_,(p,,q;M). Since 
the verifications that these maps (-) are inverse isomorphisms are so similar to those 
given in Theorem 7.1, they will be omitted. 0 
7.5. Theorem [7,8]. Let do: Y+ X be a surjective group homomorphism with 
kernel H. Then for any X-module M there is an exact sequence 
0 + Der(X, M) + DerA Y, M) + Homx(Hab, M) -, E -M2(X, M) -+ E - M2( K M). 
Proof. This follows from the above remarks, Theorem 7.4 and Corollary 3.7. 0 
7.6. Theorem. Let do: Y-+X be a surjective group homomorphism and M an X- 
module. Then H”(d”; M) is the n-th homology group of the complex 
HomGx((Ker GdO),b, M) ---* Hom&(Ker G2do),b, M) 
+ Homolx((ker G3do),b, M) -+ me*. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.8 and 7.4. 0 
It is not known (to the author) whether this theorem can be made into an effective 
tool for computing the relative groups H”(d”; M), but at least it provides a specific 
complex for that purpose. 
We close with an application of Theorem 6.13. Loday [9] has defined a long exact 
sequence in group cohomology (using his indexing) 
..-dE-M”(X,M)*E-M”(Y,M)-+E-M”+‘(dO;M)+E-M”+’(X, M).-a 
associated to a surjective homomorphism do: Y+ X of groups. His technique is 
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simply to let E-M”+ ‘(do; M) be the n-th homology of Q*, where if C*(X, M) is the 
complex of normalized Eilenberg-MacLane cochains on X with coefficients in the 
X-module M then 
O- C*(x, M) C’(dq, C”(Y,M)- *- 0 Q 
is an exact sequence of cochain complexes. He has proved that E -M3(d0; M) is in 
bijective correspondence with congruence classes of crossed modules, 
O-M-B- YL’X-1. 
7.7. Definition. Let do: Y+ X be a surjective group homomorphism and M an X- 
module. A relative extension, or crossed module reltive to do and M, is an exact 
sequence 
b 
O-M-B2 YLX-1 
of groups and an action c: Y x B + B (equivalently a homomorphism Y -* Aut(B)) 
satisfying 
(1) a(c(y, xj) = ya(x)y-’ for y in Y, x in B; and 
(2) c(a(x), x’) = xx’x-’ for x, x’ in B. 
A congruence of crossed modules relative to do and M is a commutative diagram: 
b 
O-M- B(I- YAX-1 
“I l” ly lx 
b’ a’ 
O-M-B’-Y- do X-1 
such that u(c(y, x)) = c’(y, u(x)) for y in Y, x in B. 
Now in proving that the cotriple cohomology groups are isomorphic to the 
Eilenberg-MacLane groups, Barr and Beck [2] produce a natural cochain map 
C(G*+‘X, M) -, C*(X, M) which induces isomorphisms in cohomology. Thus there 
is a commutative diagram of cochain complexes 
0 - C(G*+‘X,M) - C(G*+‘Y, M) -K*-0 
0 - C*(X, M) - C*(Y,M) -Q*-0 
and hence in cohomology: 
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... - H”(X, M)- H”(Y,M)- H”(dO; M)- H”+‘(X,M) -H”+I(Y,M)-... 
I I ! 1 ! 
By the five lemma, Hn(do, M) and E - M”+*(dO; M) are isomorphic for n 2 1. Thus 
H’(d’;M) is in bijective correspondence with congruence classes of crossed 
modules. We can prove this directly by using Theorem 6.13. 
7.8. Theorem. Let do: Y + X be a surjective homomorphism of groups, and let M 
be an X-module. Then H’(d’; M) is in bijective correspondence with congruence 
classes of crossed modules relative to do and M. 
Proof. Since GX is free and do is surjective, there exists so: GX- Y such that 
d”oso=&X. By Theorem 6.13, H’(dO,M) is in bijective correspondence with 
no(Sim Ext/(dO)) so it must be shown that n,#im Ext/(dO)) is in bijective correspon- 
dence with congruence classes of relative extensions. Notice that 
k0 
is a kernel pair of do and that 
k” 
J={(Yo,YI,Yz) Id”(yo)=do(yl)=d0(y2)l 3 K 
is a kernel triple of k”, k’ (where ~'(Yo, YI, ~2) = (YO, YI), WYO, YI, ~2) = (YO, YZ), 
and ~*(Yo, ~1, ~2) = (YI, ~2)). Let 
e0 e” 
w=z----?Y~x, 
-F+ et 
c: W+M, t”:GK- Z 
be a simplicial extension. Then as sets, W= J x M3, Z = K x M, and Z is an extension 
of K by M. Let (yo, y,) *m denote the action of K on M induced via the extension 
O-M-Z&K-1, 
and let @I : K x K * M be a normalized Eilenberg-MacLane cocycle such that multi- 
plication in Z is given by 
(~0,~~,m)(y~,~;,m')=(~0~~,~1~;~m+(y0,y1)*m'+~(y0~y1~y~,yi)). 
(See [7] for details of this process.) Then multiplication in W is given by 
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Since c: W+ M is an X-derivation and Uc=p2-p3+p4, we find that if (ye, yl, Yz) 
and (yb, y;, yi) are in J then 
for rnb, m‘,, mi in M. (Here x. m denotes the action of Xon M.) Choosing all of the 
~‘~~~~~O~~~~~~~(YO,YI,Y~,Y;)-~(Y~,Y~,Y~),Y;)+~(Y,,Y~,Y;,Y~)=~. Thisand
the normalized cocycle condition are used repeatedly in the verification that the data 
we are about to define constitute a relative extension. Choosing two of the m’s to be 
0 now shows that (ye, y,) *m = d”(yo) . m, i.e. the action of K on M induced by the 
extension 0 * M+ Z 4 K -, 1 agrees with the action of K on M given by K -+ Y + X 
and the X-module structure of M. Applying the Moore construction [12] to our 
simplicial extension, we get 
e” e” do 
Kere’nKere’-Keret-Y-X. 
The underlying sets look like 
do 
M-!-+KerdOxMaY-X 
where i(m) = (identity, m); multiplication in Ker do x M is given by 
(YO, m)(y& m’) = (y&, m + m’f @(yo, identity, y;, identity)). 
Thus the Moore complex is exact, and to complete it to a relative extension we need 
only define an appropriate action of Y on Ker do x M. Define 
c(y, x3 m) = (yxy-‘, y. m + @(Y, Y, x. 4 + @(Yx, Y, y-t, y-t)); 
then the Moore complex, together with c, is a crossed module relative to do and M. 
The details of the verification will not be given. If w: W* W’, z: Z- Z’ is a 
morphism of simplicial extensions then z(yo, yI, m) = (yo, yI, v(yo, yl, m)), and 
defining u : Ker do x M + Ker do x M by U(X, m) = (x, ~(x, e, m)) -produces a con- 
gruence of the associated crossed modules. Summing up, we have defined a function 
no(Sim Ext/(&)) + congruence classes of relative extensions. To produce its inverse, 
let 
b‘ do 
O-M-B&y-X-l, c:YxB+B 
be a crossed module relative to do and M. Loday [9] has defined a normalized 
Eilenberg-MacLane cochain g: Y x Y+ M as follows: assuming without loss of 
generality that sO([identity]) = identity (where [x] is a word of length one in GX), 
use the axiom of choice to produce a function f: X x X+ B such that a(f(xo. XI)) = 
s”([xo])so([x,])so([xoxI])-’ and f(x, identity) = f(identity, x) = identity; use the 
axiom of choice to define a function h: Y-, B such that a@(y)) =y.s”([&(y)])-‘; 
then g: Y x Y -+ M is defined by the condition 
&(yo, YI)) = 4~09 ~(yt))~(yo)f(d”(yo), d”(y,))~(yoyt)-‘. 
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As above let 
k0 k” 
J-K- YLX 
k’ k’ 
be kernel-tuples. Define a group structure on K x M by 
(yo, yI, m)(yb, y;, m’) =(u0ub, _w;, m +YO. m’+g(yoY ub) -gW ui)). 
The proof that this does define a group structure on KxM uses Lemma 1.2 of 
Loday [9] (which relates g to the MacLane invariant [6,1 l] of the crossed module). 
Let Z = K x M be this group, and define to: GK -+ Z by t”( [yo, y,]) = (Yo, yl, 0); then 
by induction on the length of words it can be shown that condition (1) of Definition 
6.1 is satisfied (for example 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ YI. u2lM, y;,yil) 
=P2”~t”([Yo~Yl~Y~~Y;l)+P20~to([Y,~Y21[Y;~Yil) 
=P2((Yo, Yi9 WY& u;* 0)) +PA(Yl* y2,O)(y;, yi, 0)) 
=g(Yo, Yb)-&!(Yl, Yi)+g(Yl, Y8-&Y2. Yi) 
=~z~Ut~~UGd’([yo, YI, Y~I[Y;I, Y’,, ~51) . 
Since 0 4M + Z s K --* 1 is an extension, it gives a principal homogeneous object 
ZxM~Z~K, t’:GK-+Z. 
a 
Now there is precisely one group structure on W= JxM3 which allows k’~P2, 
k’ xp3, k2 xp4 to be homomorphisms, and it is trivial to verify that p2-p3+p1: 
Jx M3 -+ M is an X-derivation. Thus we have produced a simplicial extension of 
(so, do), and this construction provides an inverse for the Moore construction 
no(Sim Ext/(dO)) -f congruence classes of crossed modules. 0 
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